The promising applications of ultrasound in emergency medicine and critical care related to in cancer: a review
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SUMMARY

The referral of critically ill cancer patients to an Intensive Care Unit (ICU) is a matter of controversial debate. During the past decade, ultrasound imaging performed by emergency physicians and critical care providers has gained significant clinical importance. A number of researches reported the ability of emergency physicians and critical care providers to carry out and interpret bedside assessments exactly, along with a great effect on the quality of care. It is possible assessing ultrasound-mediated subjects who are very much instable to be evaluated through alternative imaging methods. Furthermore, ultrasound in the emergency medicine and critical care open a new way towards facilitate diagnosis, simplify rapid dispositions, and influence management decisions. The primarily perspective of bedside ultrasound by emergency physicians and critical care providers was limited to a few applications. However, it was observed a number of new applications due to the universal and extensive adaptation of ultrasound in emergency uses. In this review, we discussed the promising applications of ultrasound for emergency medicine and critical care that encompass telemedicine, pre-hospital setting, soft tissue, fractures, ocular, paracentesis, pneumothorax, foreign bodies, bladder and arthrocentesis ultrasound.
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INTRODUCTION

Patients with cancer require ICU admission for postoperative care after major surgical resections, severe cancer- or chemoradiation-related complications, and concurrent severe acute illnesses. Today, it is possible to use ultrasound technique in the busy patient care spaces in emergency practices, due to the progression in portable and smaller clinical units. Recently two new fields, termed emergency ultrasound and critical care ultrasound, were established [1-3]. Emergency and critical care ultrasound are specified as the limited and focused ultrasound researches carried out at the individual bedside that effort to facilitate individual procedures, and answer clinical particular queries [4], compared with prevalent diagnostic researches explicates by cardiologists, radiologists, as well as obstetricians. The past decade observed a rapid forward movement in the area of critical care ultrasound and emergency ultrasound in adult and paediatric patients [2], so that, there is a developing array of applications of critical care and emergency ultrasound that has been well established in the literature, such pre-hospital setting [3].

Ultrasound technique has several advantages over usual radiographic methods that are applicable to patients in critical care and emergency medicine [4]. Ultrasound is a painless and non-invasive method that involves minimal contact to patient body. This technique avoids the move of a potentially instant subject to the radiology place, because of advent the sophisticated equipment that could be accomplished at the individual bedside. Moreover, ultrasound does not require the patient not moving a muscle [3]. A benefit of ultrasound also is that this technique does not employ the ionizing radiation procedure [2]. Given to the increasing employment of computed tomography, the recent documents have resulted in a concern over the radiation level that formerly imagined being safe [5]. Critical care and emergency ultrasounds are considered as ideal methods for consecutive assessments in rapidly evolving disease processes in the absence of concerns about side effects of cumulative radiation, as mentioned for computed tomography.

Medical diagnostic ultrasound was used for several decades by physicians (Table 1). Give to the increasing important of ultrasound and the advent of novel applications for critical care and emergency medicine, we discussed some promising uses of this technique such as telemedicine, pre-hospital setting, soft
tissue, fractures, ocular, paracentesis, pneumothorax, foreign bodies, bladder and arthrocentesis ultrasound.

Applications of ultrasound in emergency medicine and critical care

**Telemedicine and ultrasound:** Telemedicine field is one of emerging area of emergency medicine that allows clinicians from remote sites to review diagnostic data and pictures from emergency medicine provider’s on-scene or en route [6] (Figure 1). In the recent decades, emergency medicine transmission, interpretation, and performance of electrocardiograms have become routine and has been indicated to have the positive effect on patient care [7]. In regards, a remote review of in-hospital echocardiography assessments has been elucidated that transmitted to computers through telephone lines [8]. In this review, a total of 19 studies were technically limited, 153 studies were abnormal, and 187 studies were transmitted and reviewed remotely. The researchers represented a 99% agreement between traditional workstation explanation and telemedicine interpretation.

The possibility of ultrasound pictures through real-time wireless transmission was examined in the different studies. For instance, in a study [9], trauma images obtained by the focused assessment with sonography were first hold on an ambulance and then wirelessly transferred to an antenna. In the following, for review at a remote location, trauma images sent through satellite. The results demonstrated that antenna pictures have a decreased quality compared with pictures viewed on-site. In fact, it was observed a 32% declining in the quality of pictures and a 42% reduction in the quality of video clips when they transferred through satellite remotely. However, the improved quality for images was recorded in a research [10]. The authors transmitted echocardiograms made in the field through microwave signal wirelessly to a satellite for viewing off-site. In the comprehensive research, on-site images and formal echocardiography were compared to 12 transmitted studies. The cardiologist reviewers classified good agreement in pericardial effusion (100%), ejection fraction (100%), left ventricle size (92%), and technical quality (83%).

**Pre-hospital setting:** Ultrasound technique has found a number of applications in pre-hospital setting, such as aeromedical transport [3]. In a study on aeromedical transportation, a number of critical care providers, emergency physicians, technologists, residents, and flight nurses assessed the possibility of ultrasound technique during flight situations. The authors experienced no significant barriers in accomplishing the aeromedical transport. No report on the endangerment of the flights safety was said by pilots [12]. Furthermore, ultrasound technique has the potential to collaborate the in-hospital physicians to get ready for the trauma patients, and to recognize intra-peritoneal bleeding in the field. This technique has been successfully employed in pre-hospital triage setting on victims of an earthquake event who screened by physicians [13]. Despite of the insufficient data, it can be concluded that ultrasound technique prove essential in military situations and disasters for patients triage, as well as the rapid assessment.

In addition, ultrasound can be used as a supplement to the triage System of Simple Triage and Rapid Treatment (START) [14] (Figure 2). In a study [14], clinical measures such as the Glasgow Coma Scale were used to triage patients: expectant (black), immediate (red), delayed (yellow), and ambulatory (green). The charts related to 575 samples of the trauma patients were reviewed. In the following, each subject was appropriated to a START triage category of black, yellow or red.
The outcomes of FAST for 360 subjects were indicated that a total of 27 subjects were positive. The researchers detected that 23% of positive FAST tries represent the false positively results, which lead to over triage of yellow subjects to the red class. Moreover, it was observed that 13% of the negative studies were false negatives. It was not observed any benefit for application of the FAST assessment as an instrument in order to change triage disposition, albeit it is effortful to depict consequences based on the information provided by the current research [15].

**Soft tissue ultrasound:** Ultrasound has been utilized with success to check up of injuries of soft tissue in sports medicine and orthopedics. This technique can be employed for evaluation of the soft tissues such as tendons (Figure 3). Ultrasound also can be beneficial particularly when accomplishment a subtle tendon tears assessment [16]. In orthopedic and sports medicine, this technique has been utilized for examination of different situations. For instance, the rotator cuff injuries within the shoulder are the most prevalent injury, which have been assayed through ultrasound [17]. For the focal damages related to rotator cuff tendons, the literature of radiology cites specificities and sensitivities of 94% and 93%, respectively [18]. In addition to assessment of injuries in soft tissue, ultrasound technique has been successfully employed to guide the injections of tendon sheaths, intra-articular and bursal injections, as well as associated aspirations [19]. It is notable that this application of ultrasound is suitable for surveying of hip injections in sports medicine. For joints such as knee as well as shoulder, it remains to be specified whether ultrasound provides a benefit upon classical procedures that utilize anatomic critical points.

**Fractures ultrasound:** Ultrasound allows the physicians to recognize fractures when customary radiography is not available and or delayed (Figure 4). This application of ultrasound may be employed in the future for preliminary diagnosis of long-bone damage in instable subjects with multi-trauma. It is notably that physicians in emergency department lack enough skill with ultrasound for checking up fractures now [21]. It seems that assessment of fractures by ultrasound is limited in orthopedics because of incapacity to visualize the tissue of medullary, and the highly reflective surface of bone. However, this characteristic provides an opportunity to visualize the intervals of the linear bony cortex easily [22]. In fact, ultrasound can reveal potential fractures that cannot be identified through routine radiography technique. A number of research showed that ultrasound has good and acceptable accuracy clinically in diagnosing occult fractures of the humerus [23], orbital floor [24], femur [25], rib [22], and foot and ankle [26]. For instance, Wang et al. [26] carried out a high-resolution sonography with a 10-MHz linear-array transducer in 270 patients with ankle and foot damages whom were not identified as positive for fracture by using x-ray films. The authors suggested that ultrasound can represent vital information on cortical discontinuities and soft tissue damages in ankle and foot. In fact, ultrasound technique allows emergency physicians to evaluate the process of fracture healing through visualizing the surrounding soft tissue to [27].

**Ocular ultrasound:** Ocular ultrasound is a technique that is employed in the diagnosis of ocular diseases pathology by ophthalmologists [29]. The first application of emergency ultrasound by emergency physicians goes back to 2000 by Blaivas [30], in which the author details two cases of vitreous detachment and globe rupture exactly recognized through emergency ultrasound. Later, several small case series have proposed the application of emergency ultrasound for subjects whose ocular pathology is suspected. Blaivas et al. [30] also examined the precision of emergency ultrasound in ocular pathology 62 subjects specified as retrobulbar hematomas, vitreous hemorrhage, lens dislocation, retinal central artery, globe rupture, vein occlusion, retinal and vitreous detachments, as well as foreign bodies. The researchers employed the computed tomography and ophthalmologic evaluation as the standard reference in their study. They found specificity of 98%, positive predictive value of 97%, sensitivity of 99.9%, and negative predictive value of 99.9%. Furthermore, ocular ultrasound can be used for recognizing of papilledema, which can be a...
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Fig. 2. Experimental triage algorithm of simple triage and rapid treatment. GCS=Glasgow Coma Scale; ETT=Endotracheal Tube; SBP=Systolic Blood Pressure [14]

Fig. 3. Soft tissue ultrasound. Soft tissue layers identified from superficial to deep including epidermis, dermis, subcutaneous tissue, fascia, muscle, bone. Reprinted with permission from Creditt et al. [20]

Fig. 4. Fractures ultrasound. A longitudinal view of a radial metaphyseal fracture by using a linear transducer. Reprinted with permission from Chen et al. [28]
challenging bedside diagnosis in pediatric patients exclusively. Blaivas et al. [31] detected that ocular emergency ultrasound own a specificity of 97%, negative predictive value of 100%, sensitivity of 98%, and positive predictive value of 95%, in 35 subjects with suspected intracranial hemorrhage from aneurysmal hemorrhage or trauma who underwent computed tomography for verification (Figure 5). The current research proposed that ocular ultrasound can be accurately carried out after one hour of hands-on instruction assigned to scanning of ocular pathology by emergency physicians [32]. It remains to be established the capability of ocular emergency ultrasound to affect the decision-making capacity by physicians in emergency department [21].

**Paracentesis ultrasound:** Literature on the application of real-time ultrasound is limited for evaluate paracentesis. Critical care ultrasound is often performed prior to paracentesis for identification optimal needle insertion point and depth, as well as for recognition ascites (Figure 6) [33]. The major steps of paracentesis in the critical care ultrasound are included; relieving symptoms related to a tense ascites, and then rule-out spontaneous bacterial peritonitis, and finally commence to recognition in novel-onset ascites [33]. In a clinical study [34], the critical care providers used routine means and bedside critical care ultrasound for paracenteses assessment. The authors showed that ultrasound-mediated evaluation of paracentesis had a higher success rate than the non-ultrasound routine means. In fact, the success rate was documented 95% and 61% for diagnose with ultrasound enlightenment and without ultrasound enlightenment, respectively. It is notably, paracentesis in wide-volume can be accomplished in the critical care or outpatient setting for those of subjects with chronic ascites, which need the repeated drainage.

**Pneumothorax ultrasound:** The findings from research in adult subjects have revealed the critical care ultrasound can be successfully used for discovering the non-traumatic pneumothorax [36]. In a study by Lichtenstein et al. [37], an algorithm for adult subjects was suggested for discovering of occult pneumothorax that not seen on chest radiograph. The results indicated a specificity of 95%, sensitivity of 94%, predictive negative value of 97%, as well as predictive positive value of 73%. This algorithm begins with assessment of lung sliding, and continues with evaluation of A-lines and lung point to find the occult pneumothorax [37]. A number of researches in adult trauma patients have similarly demonstrated the higher accuracy of critical care ultrasound over chest radiograph for discovering pneumothorax in humans [38-40] (Figure 7). The application of ultrasound for detecting pneumothorax in pediatrics remains largely unknown, albeit one case report indicated the detection of pneumothorax by using ultrasound [41].

**Foreign bodies’ ultrasound:** Most extremity wounds have an occult foreign body, which can result in some complications such as inflammation, loss of function, and infection [42]. A backdated study represented that 40% of foreign bodies in the patients arm cannot be recognized in the elementary physical assessment [43]. Plain radiography technique is used as conventional screening method to detect the foreign bodies in the extremity wounds [42]. A number of imaging procedures have been used in the effort to explain an approach for precise detecting of foreign bodies located in the human soft tissue. For example, Ginsberg et al. [44] compared the ability of different imaging modalities for detection of plastic, glass, and wood. The authors showed that ultrasound detects plastic and wood pieces located between strips of steak submerged in water, while computed tomography, xerography, and plain radiography cannot find these fragments.
Is the use of bladder ultrasound before the suprapubic aspiration [46] and urethral catheterization [47, 48] in young children. Chen et al., [47] performed a bedside bladder ultrasound in patients younger than two years in front of urethral catheterization (Figure 9). They obtained the sagittal and transverse views of the bladder, and the volume of bladder was measured. The urethral catheterization was postponed until enough level of urine was observed in the study. The results revealed that by using of bladder ultrasound, physician is able to enhance the catheterization success rate from 75% to 95%. Witt et al., [48] similarly observed an enhancement in the success rate of urethral catheterization from 65% to 95%. The authors suggested that the painful repeated methods were avoided in subjects through a non-invasive, fast, and simple method.

**Arthrocentesis ultrasound:** In the emergency department, swelling and joint pain are typical complaints. Joint effusions are resulted from multiple processes, such as inflammation, connective tissue diseases, infection, and crystal arthropathies [49]. In case of joint effusions, determination a definitive diagnosis often needs synovial fluid analysis [50]. Arthrocentesis of particular joints including ankle and hip can be laborious from a technical perspective, although most joints are able to tap through the anatomic well-established landmarks. Ultrasound technique localizes the fluid collection and is able to employ in order to guide the needle in the course of the procedure. In ultrasound, a high-frequency probe can visualize fluid as little as one mL [33]. Moreover, ultrasound has a potential to verify the lack of a joint effusion afterward a dry tap. In contrast to MRI and CT, bedside ultrasound is less expensive and faster to assay the joint effusions in emergency department. Furthermore, ultrasound can be impressively utilized to check up the symptomatic joints- such as hip- with the opposite sides (Figure 10). As an important point, no sedative helper is needed for assessment of patients with low age [49].

Fortunately, the guidelines for the emergency application of bedside ultrasonography in finding the joint effusions have been precisely reviewed and published. In a review [49], the authors discussed the ultrasound characteristics of joint effusions, and also the specific ultrasound windows utilized for imaging each joint. Among joint effusions, the ankle and hip arthrocenteses are generally considered more laborious in the course of technical issues to carry out. As for hip arthrocenteses, a joint effusion has been diagnosed when a 2 mm discrepancy is appreciated between two sides. Furthermore, the joint effusion has been diagnosed when fluid expanding along the joint capsule measures higher than five millimeters [49]. In a study on a total of 20 hip joint aspirations, which guided by ultrasound, joint fluid was aspirated more quickly when ultrasonography indicated the capsular distance [50]. In a study, Roy et al. [51] reported an effective procedure for ultrasound-guided arthrocentesis of ankle. As for ankle arthrocenteses, an effusion is observed as an anechoic collection in the anterior recess of the talocrural joint [51]. It is notably, the presence of fluid is common in the talocrural joint, and the clinical conditions and positions would determine whether arthrocentesis is need or not.

**CONCLUSION**

Invasive and rapid methods are important to the daily practice of physicians in critical care and emergency departments. Many of these methods, ranging from telemedicine to a simple drainage and incision, can be carried out under emergency and critical care ultrasound guidance, such as telemedicine, pre-hospital setting, soft tissue, fractures, ocular, paracentesis, pneumothorax, bladder, arthrocentesis, and foreign bodies’ ultrasound. In fact, emergency medicine and critical care ultrasound has several clinical uses that improve results of patients with life-threatening emergency conditions. Ultrasound imaging improves diagnostic accuracy and provides vital data to emergency physicians to guide management and assist triage subjects to suitable destinations. Time limitations and training requirements are considered as the major challenges to use of
ultrasound. The potential for application of this method in the emergency medicine and critical care setting is great; however, more studies is needed to provide enough evidence on its clinical impact on patient treating.
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